Intelligent Video Solution

VCA Untangles
Global Highways
Highways have long been both a major boon as well as a major clog for urban commuters worldwide.
As global highway systems continue to expand and grow, so too will the infrastructure and the
technology that monitor and protect them. a&s takes a look at how
intelligent video solutions can be applied in order to make
highways more efficient, productive, and safe.
n By Steve Chin

I

n many large urban areas around the
world, highways form a big part of
day-to-day transportation and ferry
large percentages of the population
to and from their destinations.
Unfortunately, as these metropolises
continue to develop, the amount of new
vehicles being put on the road everyday
have vastly outgrown existing
highway systems. The net result is
an inefficient network that creates
traffic congestions, hampers law
enforcement, and overburdens traffic
monitoring systems. Further compli-

VCA Takes Main
As the concept of Internet of Things
(IoT) and smart cities continues to take
shape, video analytics technology will
continue to develop and evolve into
more and more sophisticated and
advanced solutions. One product
making noises around the world is
the idea of a self-driving vehicle. “While
this may still seem like the stuff of science
fiction, the steps to make driverless modes
of transportation a reality are already well
underway, with driverless cars starting
real world trials already,” said Eric Olson,
VP of Marketig at Pure Tech Systems.
Alan Luo, VP of Gorilla Technology Group
also echoed a similar feeling, “There are
more and more vehicles featuring built-in
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cating issues, the growth rate of new
automobiles being out on the road every
year continues to grow at an exponential
rate, even as the world continues to
develop and build better, faster, and more
efficient modes of public transportation.
Indeed, as Eric Olson, VP of Marketing
for PureTech Systems pointed out, “The
United States continues to have a love
affair with the automobile and although
the increase of new vehicles in the U.S. is
slowing, it still represents an 8.5 percent
growth over the last decade, accounting
for 250 million new vehicles on US roads.”
Alan Luo, Group VP for Gorilla Technology
Group also mentioned, “With the rapid
growth in affluence among average
households in the Asia Pacific, increases
in car purchases and car usage, and the
increasing distances between affordable

housing and places of work, there is a
shift to greater personal use of vehicles for
daily transport.”

Bringing the Guns to a
Gunfight
Because of these aforementioned
problems, Olson brought up the
point there is now a strong need for
continued innovation in both transportation efficiency and safety. Luo further
pointed out that many governments
worldwide have also been struggling
to fulfill the growing needs for better
and more modern road infrastructure.
A solution to combat these problems
and better drive innovation lies in video
analytics. According to Luo, “Video
analytics can play a significant role in
reducing traffic accidents and improving

traffic flow. We have identified four
key areas where video analytics can
play a role: traffic flow and congestion
monitoring, law enforcement (i.e. license
plate recognition), traffic enforcement
(ex. Vehicles speeding), and gateway
controls (ex. ETC or contactless payment
systems).” Jim Kennedy, Founder & CEO
Emeritus of INEX Technologies, echoed
a similar feeling, “From my vantage
point, video analytics already plays an
important role in traffic management
and I can say with certainty that this role
is growing, and will continue to grow as
we move forward.”
Moving forward, video analytics and
intelligent video solutions do look
to be a long-term solution to better
the world’s highway systems. More
and more, acceptance and reliance
on these systems will continue to
become more widespread. “Video is
a powerful tool for detection, confirmation, and forensic analysis,” said Olson.
Protecting and monitoring everything
from bridges, overpasses, tollbooths,
detecting congestion, and aiding in law
enforcement efforts, video analytics are
now indeed an essential tool for today’s
modern highway infrastructures.

Role in IoT
for vehicles to communicate with each other.
“The VANET is an ad hoc mobile network that
can send location data to other vehicles on
the road that can in turn facilitate other drivers
or passengers to gather information under a
circumstance of bad visibility,” said Luo.
Other smart vehicle functions that can
utilize includes intelligent video solutions
built into the vehicle that can monitor driver
fatigue, levels of alcohol intoxication, vehicle
speed, driving path, driver distractions, and
medical situations, such as high or low blood
pressure. To that end, the idea of smart cars
will form a vital role in the safety and security
of our global highway systems. Acceptance
of these systems are already taking place
on the government level as well, with the

intelligent video solutions, such as Google’s
self-driving car.”
Another idea being developed and floated
around is the idea of a vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET). According In essence,
a VANET uses vehicles as mobile nodes
in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) to
create a mobile network. In other words,
a VANET turns every participating vehicle
into a wireless router or node, allowing
vehicles approximately 100 to 300 meters of
each other to connect, and in turn, create a
network with a wide range. As cars fall out
of signal range and drop out of the network,
other vehicles can join in, connecting cars
to one another so that a mobile Internet is
created. This network can then be utilized
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U.S. government already accepting the fact
that video-based solutions will go a long way
in solving issues related to both safety and
efficiency, according to Olson.
Jim Kennedy, Founder & CEO Emeritus
of INEX Technologies, also added, “Over
the past several years, individual states
have increasingly been embracing video
technology on their road
systems as a force-multiplier
developed from safe
city programs, where
cameras are used
to monitor street
and intersections.”
Source: Image courtesy of Google
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Intelligent Video Solution

Traffic congestions are one
 

of the biggest headaches
that commuters have to face.
Intelligent video solutions are
now looking at different ways to
combat this and make highway
systems more efficient.

Tollbooths are now protected
by sophisticated license plate
recognition systems that deter
toll-jumpers and other criminal
activities.

Law enforcement can now work
side-by-side with video analytics
to protect and monitor highways
around the world.

 

A Closer Analysis of
the Analytics
As video analytics continue to evolve,
increasing in accuracy and providing
a larger volume of actionable data, it
will become ever more valuable and
more affordable to the transportation
sector, Olson said. An example of ever
evolving video analytics to combat traffic
issues comes from Germany, where
Christof Kraka, CTO of VidiCore, gave
us an example of RIVA video analytics
being deployed. “An oft-discussed topic
in Germany is wrong-way drivers on
highways. One technology that was
deployed to prevent drivers from driving
in the opposite direction is the so-called
asphalt claws that damage tires. However,
this solution leads to very high costs and
complex construction works. Intelligent
cameras that trigger an alarm every
time a wrong-way driver is detected are
a less expensive and less complicated
alternative.” Kraka further added, “Highway
entrances and all traffic lanes can be
monitored. Furthermore, with new video
analytics technology, it is possible to
combine different filters and zones and
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create dependencies between them.
With that feature, you can even monitor if
drivers keep sufficient, safe distances from
each other.”

Smile! Your Vehicle is on Camera!
Another interesting feature starting
to take shape is the evolution of how
license plate recognition systems have
evolved into sophisticated solutions
capable of picking up not just a picture
of a license plate, but further analyzing
and processing license plate numbers
and even the make and color of vehicles.
According to Kennedy, automatic license
plate recognition systems became a
de-facto part of tolling systems in the U.S.
15 years ago. No longer used to simply
catch and monitor speeders, in the years
since, the solutions have matured a long
way and have now been adapted for
parking control, police surveillance, and
vehicle identification.
As Kennedy further explained, “The
idea of capturing the color of a vehicle
has been around for some time, and
the primary benefit is in determining
the accuracy of the automatic license
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plate recognition system — do records
show that license plate number ABC123
is associated with a red car? If the
answer is NO, then it might, perhaps, be
automatically flagged for further human
review.” One more interesting factor
that he pointed out is utilizing these
solutions to capture vehicles violating
high-occupancy vehicle lanes on certain
highways or private automobiles using
lanes reserved for public transportation.
Olson also pointed out one more
solution expanding on people counting
and license plate recognition systems.
“Today’s VCA systems capture a vast
amount of target information that can
be used by law enforcement to track
down an offending vehicle: vehicle size,
approximate color, location, direction of
travel, license plate information (like state,
number), and people exiting vehicles,” he
explained.

Combating Traffic
In much of the world now, traffic is
seen as a major headache for many cities
across the globe. The populations have
outgrown existing highway systems, and
there are now too many vehicles on the
road. According to Luo, the APAC region
has been developing at a steady clip
over the last few years, and the number
of vehicles have increased alongside the
economic developments, as more and
more of the population are now able to
afford cars.
An example being seen now to face
these issues is a case study that occurred
in Asia, where multiple video analytics
are being combined with traffic lights
in order to manage the amount of cars
that can enter highways according to a
preordained amount set into the system.
Other innovative ways to combat this
include video analytics and vehiclecounting algorithms combined to form
an efficient and more reliable method of
managing the vehicles on the highways.
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An example that Olson brought up
is the idea of a personalized routing
application. “The ability to understand
delays in your proposed route and make
route changes in real time has great
value on our crowded roadways. This
goes even beyond highways, extending
into arterial streets. Today, much of this
data comes from crowd sourcing (GPS
sensors located in driver’s smartphones),
but video analytics will also play a role,
resulting in a robust combination of data
which can then be used by mobile apps
to provide timely and effective rerouting
directions,” he explained.
Compounding on this idea, Olson
also brought up accident identification,
directly related to the idea of monitoring
congestion. “The use of video analytics to
identify potential situations or accidents
is related to monitoring congestion. This
might include identifying a vehicle which
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has pulled over on the shoulder, a person
out of their vehicle on the highway
or a bridge, or a piece of debris on a
roadway. This early detection capability
can then be rerouted to provide further
information to other drivers and response
vehicles.”

Maximizing Efficiency, Minimizing
Mistakes
When it comes down to it, one of the
primary goals of an intelligent video
solution is to eliminate the human part
of it, by minimizing errors and missed
events. Monitoring traffic is no different,
with the safety and efficiency of global
highway systems a major goal. “Each
of these technologies — either in
combination or individually — allow
traffic management departments to
more easily monitor and respond to
issues that can affect the smooth flow
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of traffic, such as changes in weather,
reckless drivers, vehicle breakdowns,
and the appearance of animals or
people on the roadways. In each case,
intelligent video analytics minimizes
the reliance on human monitoring
and provides a far more cost-effective
method of monitoring thousands of
video cameras day and night and for all
kinds of environment conditions,” Luo
explained. Steadily becoming more and
more popular, it is now being deployed
across the world. As Luo also added,
“During the past two years, governments in the APAC region have begun
deploying the abovementioned video
analytics technologies onto many of their
highway projects.” As we look into the
future, it’s safe to say that more and more,
countries globally will begin adapting
video analytics solutions for their highway
systems.
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